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CORRIGENDUM
With reference to our tender Ref. No. IITPKD/CC/028/2016, the Tender published For
“Design, Development and Maintenance of official website of IIT Palakkad” on 16th March,
2017 has been revised as follows.
Technical Requirements
1. (vi) Interactive presentation of content.
 This point has been removed.
(xii) Support for visually impaired and otherwise disabled or challenged users
This point has been removed. But the website should conform to WCAG 2.0
guidelines.
(xiv) Support to create microsites / web portals within a main Website using a
subdomain / virtual directory.
This point has been elaborated as follows:
Microsites
Apart from the main web portal for the institute there should be at least two
microsites for department level web portals. The microsites should have at least the
following features:
a. Department homepage with gallery, events, awards, news blocks and separate menus.
b. Structured faculty profile forms using which each faculty member can create their
profile page with aggregatable fields like publications, awards, research area etc. and
generic text area.
c. Separate faculty-list page listing cards for each faculty member (of the department)
showing selected information (like Name, Research area, etc.).
d. The customised data-entry forms for faculty profiles and events should follow the
same structure as those in the main portal.
e. Selected content like recent Publications, Events and Awards etc. should be

aggregated, sorted by date and displayed on the microsite homepage.
f. The above items (publications, events, awards etc.) and gallery images from the main
portal and all the microsites should be aggregated together, sorted by date and
displayed on the main portal homepage.
g. The faculty profiles created in the microsites should be displayed in the faculty list
page of the main portal also.
h. There should be a provision for each microsite to choose its own colour scheme.
i. A detailed documentation should be provided with instructions on how to launch a
new microsite in future with all the above features and set the administrative rights.
The same should be demonstrated to our system administrator.

xviii. Perform periodic updation of all softwares including their dependencies.
This point is explained as follows.
Periodic updates
a. The updates only refer to the CMS and add on modules. The server side software
like
b. Web Server, Database server, PHP etc. will be updated by our System
Administrators.
c. Every security update should be applied as and when the update is available.
d. Only minor version updates of the software needs to be done during the period of
the maintenance contract.
e. All the updates should be done with the concurrence of our system administrator
(No auto updates)
f. If the Institute updates its payment gateway, the required changes for integration
has to be performed within 48 hours. The institute will make at most to a maximum
of 12 number of updates during the period of contract.
xvi. Scalability to incorporate ERP, File Tracking, MOODLE, etc.
This point has been removed.
Groupwise administrative functionalities required:
I. Super Administrator:  (iii) Database Management : Ability to create new database tables,
create new user interface to enter data (forms) and display dynamic content (like reports and
alerts) from the database. He should be able to generate highly filtered query based
automated reports and display them.
The term ‘automated reports’ is elaborated as follows:

Automated reports
1. Aggregated list of publications from all faculty members.
a. Start and end date should be selectable
b. Different sorting options (by date only, by department and then date)
c. Filter by category (Journal/Conference/Book Chapters)
d. Both spreadsheet compatible export and PDF export should be supported apart
from being ‘copy-paste’ to word processors.
2. Aggregated list of all events that happened in the institute - again with filtering options
(date, category, department)
3. Aggregated list of all awards received by the institute and faculties - again with filtering
options (date, category, department etc. )
Page 12, Eligibility Criteria. Point 2
2. The Bidder should have satisfactorily designed, maintained & managed the website
and hosting of a Government/Reputed educational institution for a minimum period
of 01 (one) year. Proof needs to be attached.
This point is revised as
The Bidder should have satisfactorily designed, maintained & managed the website
and hosting of a Government organisation / Reputed educational institution / Any
major organisation (subject to the approval of institute level assessment committee)
for a minimum period of 01 (one) year. Proof needs to be attached(Copy of
completion certificate of the project).
Page 12, Eligibility Criteria, Point 3
3. Bidder should have Web 3.0 and Web 2.0 experience and should demonstrate at least
one success story in each where these have been implemented and organizations
have transformed and got benefited over last 3+ years. Proof needs to be attached
This point is revised as
Bidder should have Web 2.0 experience and should demonstrate at least one
success story where that have been implemented and organizations have
transformed and got benefited over last 3+ years. Proof needs to be attached.
Page 12, Eligibility Criteria, point 4 has been removed.

The following points have been added to Financial terms.
Sl No. 6 (Page No. 1) Payment terms :
80% payment of order value will be made on delivery, completion, hosting of portal and
successful audit from CERT-In empanelled agency or any Government of India Agency for
security audit certificate / safe to host certificate along with transfer of final source code and
balance 20% payment shall be released after 3 months of the termination of maintenance
contract and certification from the end user.
It Should be read as
The payment will be made in the three stages.
a. 40% after successful deployment and with an in house acceptance testing
and end-user certificate by a committee constituted in here.
b. 40% after successful audit from clearance of Website from CERT- In
empanelled agency or any Government of India Agency for security audit
certificate / safe to host certificate.
c. 20% after the end of three months of termination of maintenance contract
and certification by the end user.
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